Develop Your Own Eco-Art Curriculum

Human Tracks in the Urban Landscape: A practicum in art, technology and the environment
(that puts the Art into STEAM)

Monday to Thursday
10AM – 3PM
July 17-27

Using Brooklyn’s Prospect Park as a setting for place-based learning, this interdisciplinary course integrates visual art, technology and environmental science while focusing on inquiry-based pedagogy that teachers can draw upon in their own classrooms.

Participants will:

- Examine the complementary nature of artistic and scientific inquiry, teaching, and learning.
- Construct site-specific artistic installation/sculptures that address environmental and resource sustainability.
- Document and record insights through “actual” and “virtual” means (drawing, field notes, digital simulation, model making, photography, videography, mapping).
- Develop differentiated instructional materials that promote critical and creative “habits of mind.”

3 graduate credits in
- Art ED - ECAE 7546 or
- Science & Env ED - CBSE 7317 or
- Science ED - SEED 7317

For more information contact
Professor Linda Louis
at LLouis@brooklyn.cuny.edu

To register online contact
Nancy Tinevra at
NTinevra@brooklyn.cuny.edu